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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarises energy price prognosis and value of energy for train operation and
whole life cost model. It documents the three focus areas of FINE1 Task 2.1 – Market
understanding and business rules, strategic view and eco-labelling proposal:
•

Energy labelling in railways;

•

Sensitivity study of energy KPI in railways;

•

European Commission’s strategy on energy and sustainability.

The feasibility of eco labelling in railways is analysed, including evaluation of existing labels in
other industries, reviewing stakeholders and summarising railway-specific requirements. Eco
labelling is not foreseen to be homologation-relevant, nor shall there be a mandatory
classification of railway assets. Instead, focus is laid on ensuring a well-informed productdecision. To cover stakeholder needs optimally, two separate labels are proposed,
complementing each other: an EU-wise energy efficiency declaration and an operator-wise CO2
label.
In the energy KPI sensitivity study, both technical and economical parameters are evaluated in
order to show the link between them. It analyses feasibility of Shift2Rail energy efficiency
improvements in the light of projected energy price inflation. In addition, the study shows energy
cost savings along a range of theoretical inflation rates and discount rates.
The European Commission’s strategy regarding energy and sustainability is identified and
summarised based on most recent and relevant communication by the EC. Clearly, CO2
emissions and decarbonization are in focus, giving the opportunity from energy point of view to
leverage by decreasing need for energy which is to be supplied at a lower relative CO2 intensity.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronym
BEV

Definition
battery electric vehicles

CECM

Carbon Emissions Calculator Methodology

CO2

Carbondioxide

DOE

Department of Energy

EC

European Commission

EEDI

Energy Efficiency Design Index

EEI

Energy Efficiency Index

EES

Energy Storage System

EMU/DMU

Electrical Multiple Unit/Diesel Multiple Unit

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

EU

European Union

Fpr EN

Final draft European Standard

FINE1

Future Improvements in Energy and Noise

FTP

Federal Test Procedure

HVAC

Heating Ventilation Air Condition

HST

High Speed Train

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IEC

Electro-technical Commission

IMO

International Maritime Organization

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MPG
MPGe
MTOW

miles per gallon
miles per gallon equivalent
Maximum Take-Off Weight

MV

metric value

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

NEDC

New European Driving Cycle

NPV

Net Present Value

OPEUS
PHEV

Modelling and strategies for the assessment and OPtimisation of
Energy USage aspects of rail innovation
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle

S2R

Shift2Rail
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Acronym
SoE

Definition
states of energy

SPD

System Platform Demonstrator

TD

Technical Demonstrator

TTW

Tank-to-Wheel

WLTP

Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Testing Procedure

WP

Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
Improving energy efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions are becoming important across the
world. It is necessary to encourage the development and application of energy-efficient and lowemission technologies and to raise people’s awareness of energy-saving.
Within Shift2Rail, as well as in many other current EU sponsored research, emphasis is laid on
a wide range of approaches and methods to save energy in general and reduce CO2 emissions
in particular.
This report gives information and proposals for several important enablers to reach these
objectives.
In chapter 2 Eco labelling is comprehensively treated. First a description and analysis are made
of existing labels for household appliances as well as for vehicles of other mode of transports
than railways. An assessment of the interest in labelling of different stakeholders is also
included. The needs for railways are summarized and proposal for Eco labelling in the railway
sector rolling stock is made based on and aligned with the new standard FprEN 50591
“Specification and verification of energy consumption for railway rolling stock.”
In chapter 3 Energy cost savings and sensitity of cost savings are treated based on Shif2Rail
energy results. The monetary value of energy is determined and the change in monetary value
analysed for pessimistic and optimistic scenarios. Feasibility to invest in energy saving
technologies is also shown in net present value calculation.
Chapter 4 is summarizing the EU strategy regarding energy and sustainability and this strategy
is analysed in relation to the railway sector and Shift2rail activities.
Overall conclusions are summarized and listed in chapter 5
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2. ENERGY LABELLING PROPOSAL
2.1 REVIEW OF ENERGY LABELLING SYSTEMS
2.1.1 Introduction
In order to achieve the goals on energy saving and reduced CO2 emissions, energy labelling
systems are initiated in most countries and some international organizations.
An energy label is a marking with instruction list to show a product’s energy usage or efficiency
level at operation according to a common measure. The label alerts targeted groups to the
energy usage or operational costs of the appliance and enables direct comparison of energy
efficiency among different product models. Generally, there are two kinds of labels developed:
comparison label, which makes comparison between different models, and endorsement label,
which only shows better performance than a common efficiency level [1]. A variety of energy
efficiency labels exist around the world and are applied to a wide range of products. Most
household products are subjected to a labelling system in developed countries as well as some
developing countries. In some countries, some road vehicles and office products are also
included in the system.
The principle of energy labelling contains three key elements: protocol, label and standard [1].
The protocol specifies how to measure energy usages of different models with different
functions and how to make the different energy usages comparable. In a labelling system, the
label is responsible for indicating the energy efficiency and some other key features, and to
convey them to targeted groups. Standards are used to define efficiency and to regulate the
acceptable efficiency. There are a great number of products in the market and many
uncertainties about operating conditions, setups, functions, climates and human behaviours, all
of which significantly affect the energy usage.
Normally the protocol plays the main role in an energy labelling system, which includes: energy
use metrics, operating cycles and conditions, performance metrics, model categories, allowable
tolerances and measuring instrument specification. EU tends to adopt the test protocols
developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electro-technical Commission (IEC), while the US and Japan prefer to develop their own
protocols. Other countries tend to develop their protocols based on one of the three protocols.
Most labels rely on graphics to draw attention and to convey information quickly and memorably.
There are three approaches to these graphics: range of efficiencies, pre-defined efficiency
categories, and target efficiency levels. Regarding the standard, there are two basic analytical
approaches to establish the standard values: statistical method and engineering/economics
method. In the statistical approach, the energy efficiencies of all product models on the market
are evaluated and the efficiency levels are then established. In the engineering/economics
approach, the standards are established to feasibly reflect technological and economical
improvements and targets.
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The first mandatory energy-efficiency standards were introduced in 1962 in Poland for some
industrial appliances. Then France set standards for refrigerators in 1966 and for freezers in
1978. Other European countries introduced legislation mandating efficiency information labels
and performance standards in the 1960s and 1970s. Japan, Canada and the U.S. soon followed
with programs on energy labels [2]. Now, all developed countries and some developing
countries have set up their energy labelling systems for different products, mainly household
products but also light road vehicles, some office equipment and even buildings in some
countries [3]. To protect the environment and to encourage energy-efficient technologies, some
international organizations, like the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), have developed methods to evaluate the energy
efficiency and to enforce the minimum acceptable energy efficiencies in their domains.

2.1.2 Household products
The residential sector consumes a considerable amount of energy, about 25% of total energy
regarding its final usage in 2015 [4]. The household products consume a significant amount of
energy and have a great number of models, functions and setups. Household products are
largely subjected to energy labelling systems. The energy labelling systems are to stipulate the
minimum efficiency level of a product acceptable for selling or using. Once a product falls out of
a certain energy efficiency range, it is not allowed to be sold. The labelling systems can also
assist customers to notice operational costs and environmental issues.
There are many energy labelling systems used in the world, as shown in Figure 1. There are
comparison labels, e.g. the EU energy labelling system, the US EnergyGuide, the Japanese
Top-Runner program, all of which indicate the energy efficiencies at specified operational
conditions and classify energy efficiency levels. In addition, there are endorsement labels only
indicating that the energy efficiency of the product is better than a certain level, e.g. the Energy
Star and the Chinese Energy Conservation Program. Most household appliances work in indoor
environment, an identical and simplified condition, and only consume electricity as energy,
which makes the energy quantities comparable and easy to measure. The three comparison
labelling systems in North America, European Union and Japan evolved and most other energy
labelling systems are essentially based on or developed from them [5-6].
In North America, Canada and the United States in most cases have the same or very similar
energy efficiency standards as well as the same test procedures. The US EnergyGuide labels
and the Canadian EnerGuide labels focus on information in monetary units and displays
estimated yearly operating costs related to energy usage. They are range labels using a linear
graphic to show how the energy use or efficiency of the model is in comparison with the mostefficient and least-efficient models on the market, as shown in Figure 1d. In the US, all major
home appliances must meet the energy efficiency standards set by the US Department of
Energy (DOE) [7]. Manufacturers must use standard test procedures developed by DOE to
prove the energy efficiency of their products and display them on the labels. Since the system
compares similar products sold on the market within a certain period, the labelling scale
changes over time and therefore has to be frequently renewed [1].
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Figure 1: Comparative labels: (a) EU, (b) China, (c) Japan, (d) US. Endorsement labels: (e)
Energy Star, (f) Chinese Energy Conservation Program, (g) South Korea High-Efficiency
Appliance Certification Program. [5]
Japanese Top-Runner efficiency standards display both economic and energy information, with
yearly energy costs being more prominent. It is enforced by the Energy Conservation Law in
Japan. It is a target label using symbolic marks to indicate the ratio between a particular model’s
energy efficiency and the targeted efficiency level, as shown in Figure 1c. This enables
consumers to compare the energy efficiency among many products in a relative and quantitative
way. The system provides information about improvement of the energy efficiency each year.
The Top-Runner Standards are applied to most household products, office equipment, some
electronics, and light road vehicles (passenger and freight, below 3.5 tons) [8].
The European Union established an energy efficiency labelling scheme in 1992. The system
covers most household appliances (even for non-household usage): refrigerators, freezers;
washing machines; dishwashers; ovens; water heaters; lamps; air-conditioning appliances.
According to the energy labelling system, household appliances offered for sale and hire must
be accompanied by a fiche and a label providing information on energy efficiency. The labelling
system uses pre-defined efficiency category label which shows energy efficiency according to
pre-defined ranking categories, as shown in Figure 1a. The system mainly provides the
following information: supplier’s name, model identifier, energy efficiency category and
standardized energy usage. The energy usage is measured based on standardized working
conditions to balance the diversity of different models and different working environments [9].
For example, annual usage of washing machines is converted into 220 standardized washing
cycles with three specified loading factors and two specified water temperatures [10]. For air
conditioning, to standardize variation of outdoor temperature within a year, several discrete
temperature points with different occurrences are used [11]. Regarding classification, an Energy
Efficiency Index (EEI), a ratio between the standardized energy usage and a reference energy
usage determined by its functioning features, is used to classify the energy efficiency levels
according to pre-defined classes from A to G, with A being the most energy efficient and G the
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least efficient. This labelling system reflects a competition of the product against the pre-defined
efficiency levels. Some other key performances are also included for some products, e.g.
capacity, water usage and noise level. To accommodate advances in energy efficiency, A+, A++
and A+++ grades have been added for various products thereafter. As all the EU countries
implement the same energy labelling system for the mentioned household products, the system
allows manufacturers to use a single label for the products sold across different EU countries [9].

2.1.3 Transport modes except rail
The transport sector consumes a considerable amount of energy, globally about 28% of total
energy regarding its final energy in 2015 [4]. Different from household products, the main
function of all transport modes is to provide transportation services moving passenger or goods
from one place to another. Road vehicles, aircrafts and vessels are motorized transport modes
besides rail vehicles (which are analysed in Section 2.2). Different transport modes are
informally compared with each other in fuel units or in CO2 emissions per passenger or tonne
per km (pkm or tkm). In fact, different forms of transportation have different energy labelling
methods or energy-efficiency indicators according to the features of each transport mode.
Strictly speaking, only light road vehicles have energy labelling systems, but varying much in
different countries, while aircrafts and vessels only have energy-efficiency indicators to reflect
the energy usage and CO2 emissions.
Road vehicles consume much more energy in total than other modes of transport each year,
especially in terms of fossil fuel, which leads to a big proportion of CO2 emissions and heavy
pollution in many populous cities. To effectively use energy and reduce CO2 emissions, most
countries have set up energy labelling systems for cars to classify their energy efficiencies.
However, the systems in use are quite different. As shown in Figure 2, the EU labelling system
focuses on the CO2 emissions (in g/vehicle-km) while the US system pays more attention to fuel
economy.
In EU, the energy efficiency of cars is evaluated by CO2 emissions, rather than energy. In any
EU country, the energy label must include: brand, model, version, fuel type, transmission type,
weight, fuel usages (in litre/100 km) and average CO2 emissions of the full test cycle (in g/km)
[14]. The labelling system is based on Tank-to-Wheel (TTW) emissions, so electric cars are
stated as zero-emissions [15]. Due to lack of specific requirements on format of the energy label,
EU member states implement the labelling system differently [16] and therefore have no uniform
energy label for cars across EU. Most EU countries regulate the format and details of the
energy label within their countries, but Czech Republic and Poland have neither standardized
label format nor efficiency classification. The classification of energy efficiency in different EU
countries deviates a lot, so even the same car can be classified into different efficiency classes
in different countries.
Most EU countries use a direct method to show the energy efficiency, in which the car models
are directly classified by the absolute CO2 emissions, as the UK example in Figure 2a. Under
the direct method, the labelled car model is compared with all cars on the market, so small and
light cars generally give relatively low CO2 emissions and show high energy efficiency.
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Meanwhile, some countries use an indirect method, like Germany, Spain and the Netherlands.
For example, in Germany the labelled car model is firstly categorized into groups based on car
weight and then the labelled car model only compares its CO2 emission against a reference
value from a standardized car model in its group. The indirect method, referring to Figure 2b,
thus only shows energy efficiency of the labelled car among the cars with similar features [17].

Figure 2: Car energy labels: (a) UK, (b) Germany, (c) US (petrol), and (d) US (electricity)
[12-13]
To help consumers choose more efficient and environmentally friendly vehicles, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) developed energy labels to provide consumers information on energy efficiency and
environmental comparison across all types of road vehicles, including battery electric vehicles
(BEV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). The vehicle’s fuel performance is indicated
by miles per gallon of fuel (MPG), while vehicles running on other fuel types have displays
showing petrol-energy equivalent MPG (MPGe) according to specified conversion ratios. As
shown in Figures 2c-d, the labels include a vehicle fuel type identifier, fuel economy, fuel usage
and CO2 emissions rating related to all new vehicles sold on the market, CO2 emissions per mile,
annual projected fuel costs or savings against the average new vehicles, and a rating for smogforming pollutants [18-19].
Testing measures and conditions are important issues in labelling energy usage of road
vehicles and are varying much in different countries. For example, the US uses Federal Test
Procedure (FTP), Japan uses JC08 driving mode and EU used the New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC) and started using the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Testing Procedure
(WLTP), as shown in Figure 3 [20], to better reflect real driving style and indicate energy usage.
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To simplify the test cycles and to get rid of the impacts from environment and drivers, all the car
tests are conducted on test rig with friction, drag and inertia force imitated and with all ancillary
loads turned-off [21]. The energy usages in labelling systems are highly dependent on the
standardized testing scenarios. The energy labelling systems in other countries are variants of
one of the three systems, but WLTP has not been widely adopted outside Europe yet.

Figure 3: The speed profile of car test cycles [20-21]: (a) the New European Driving Cycle
(NEDC), (b) the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP)
Some international transport organizations have developed methods to indicate energy
efficiency and set targeted values of fuel efficiency. The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) has developed a CO2 standard metric value (MV) to evaluate the energy efficiency for a
specified operational condition [22]. The method relies on an simplified cycle based on cruising
phase only (altitudes above 1000 m). Aircraft seating density is standardized by aircraft type to
eliminate the diversity of seat arrangements. Three standardized weights related to the
Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) are used. Due to the simplification, the results deliver much
lower energy usage than the real case. To let each passenger be informed about the average
CO2 footprint of her/his trip, ICAO has also developed Carbon Emissions Calculator
Methodology (CECM) [23], which gives each passenger an estimation of CO2 emissions of the
trip and is printed on air tickets. It is based on statistics and not related to aircraft type and
technology, so it does not indicate energy efficiency. Maritime shipping is often CO2-efficient
due to its large capacity and low operational speed. To use more energy efficient equipment
and to improve energy efficiency, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has developed
an Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) [24], applicable to newly-built ships since 2011. EEDI
estimates ship CO2 emissions per ton and nautical mile of goods at its designed operational
speed. Most categories of freight ships are covered [25].
More detailed information of existing energy labelling systems can be found in Review of energy
labelling systems [26].
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2.2 RAIL VEHICLE ENERGY LABELLING
2.2.1 Introduction
Compared with other modes of transport, rail transport only uses a small amount of energy,
responsible for 2% of energy usage among all transport modes in 2015 [4]. Rail transport has a
wide range of operational speeds and working conditions. There are many factors linked to the
performance: energy usage, emissions, travelling time, punctuality, ride comfort and safety. For
road, rail and air traffic, the main targeted customers are ranging from short to long travelling
distances, but there are overlaps between them. Generally, rail transport is responsible for both
passenger and cargo transport, the same as road transport. Road transport is the main
competitor to rail transport in short and medium distance. Regarding medium and long distance,
air transport is the main competitor on the passenger transport. Although rail transport is well
known for its high energy efficiency and fairly low CO2 emissions, the market share of railway
transport is low compared with other transport modes (6.9% of global total traffic volume in pkm
and tkm in 2015) [4]. To promote rail transport, some train operators have provided their
passengers with CO2 footprint of their trips, which is based on statistics of average energy
usage and distance-related [27-28], for rail vehicles there is currently no coordinated energy
efficiency indicator or energy labelling system.
Rail transport has the following distinguishing features compared with other transport modes
[29]: well-defined operational conditions, well-regulated driving behaviour, wide range of
operational speed, high capacity, comfort, long service life, high energy efficiency, wide source
of energy supply and advanced energy-saving technology. For the rail vehicles, the driving
conditions are fully given, such as running course, gradients, curves, tunnels and speed limits.
All rail vehicles and railway infrastructures belong to enterprises, organizations or government,
rather than private person ownership. Rules and regulations regarding vehicles and
infrastructures are strictly enforced. Signalling systems and other control/surveillance systems
make the driving process more uniform. All train drivers are professional and closely react to
instructions. The wide usage of trains powered with electricity makes railways use renewable
energy (wind, hydro and solar) in the long term. High capacity and low running resistance make
the trains relatively high in energy efficiency. Due to ride stability, large space and auxiliary
equipment, taking rail vehicles is normally more comfortable than taking other modes of
transport, so rail vehicles use more energy for the auxiliary functions than other modes of
transport. Although railway service cannot provide as high flexibility as road vehicles and its
operational speed is lower than aircraft, railways provide a good balance among the factors:
travel time, comfort, cost and energy efficiency.
The operational speed of rail vehicles covers a wide range, from high-speed operation to lowspeed tramway. According to operational speed and transport form, in EU the rail services are
classified into four categories in the Shift2Rail programme [29-30]:




High-speed (300 km/h, 250 km/h and intercity 200 km/h)
Regional (160 km/h and 140 km/h)
Urban (suburban 120 km/h, metro and tram)
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Freight (freight mainline and freight shunting)

For determination of train energy usage, the line speed profile and the topography for each
category are defined in an energy baseline [31]. All the working conditions are statistically
extracted from real working conditions of EU railways. The state-of-the-art technology defines
the power, performance and efficiency of key components of vehicle modules with respect to
each train category, which provide reference values for more detailed technical information and
service conditions.
Improving energy efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions have globally become an important
topic. Other transport modes than railways have developed energy efficiency indicators or
energy labelling system. Even though rail transport has high energy efficiency, it is important to
find a simple and effective method to evaluate the energy efficiency of rail vehicles. An energy
labelling system can meet this objective. It can not only promote rail transport as an energyefficient transport mode and contribute to reduction of CO2 emissions, but also help to
encourage the usage of energy-efficient products and incentive to the development of railway
technology in the long term.
More detailed information can be found in Review of energy labelling systems [26].

2.2.2 Stakeholder analysis
The energy labelling system has the following five stakeholders: end customer, train operator,
transport authority, homologation authority and manufacturer. Different stakeholders have
different needs and expectations, as listed in Table 1. The train operators and the end users are
separate entities. Efficient rail vehicles are economically beneficial for the train operators. The
environmental impact of the efficient trains is most interesting for the end users (and transport
authorities). The manufactures are balancing technical and commercial level and the other
parties are interested in the final outcome. The service life of rail vehicles is around 30 years,
much longer than household products and road vehicles. Therefore, even though the energy
efficiency is high when the train is delivered, after many years in service they may not be as
energy-efficient as the newly-built trains. However, they would be relatively energy-efficient in
terms of energy per pkm or tkm, compared with other transport modes. The energy usage of rail
vehicles is dependent on the operational conditions. The CO2 emissions of rail vehicles are
more associated with the CO2 intensity of the energy which the train operators use. Therefore,
sufficient considerations should be given to all the stakeholders in developing the energy
labelling system for rail vehicles.
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Table 1: Stakeholder analysis of energy labelling of rail vehicles
End
customer
x

Operator

Stakeholder
Transport Homologation
Authority
Authority**
x

Manufacturer
Objective
Conclusion
Improvement of
x
x
Energy labelling can
railway
support this objective.
sustainability
Comparison of
x*
x
x
x
x
Proper comparison only
rolling stocks
possible for trains of
regarding
same class, age and with
energy
identical features
Comparison
x
x
x
between railway
It is not easy to reflect
and other
the energy efficiencies of
modes of
other modes of transport.
transport
Marketing
x
x
It has the potential, but it
campaign to
is excluded from FINE1
promote
investigation.
railways
Motivation of
x
x
It has the potential, but it
end users to use
is excluded from FINE1
railway more
investigation.
*) Seldomly, only relevant in case there are several train operators / trains to choose from for the same journey
**) It is proposed to keep energy efficiency /consumption out of the scope of homologation.

2.2.3 Energy labelling proposal
Since FprEN 50591 [31] will be in force, which allows the energy consumption of rail vehicles to
be calculated or measured in a standardized way, the proposed energy labelling is aligned with
this standard. Based on the features of rail vehicles and the interests from all stakeholders, an
energy labelling system for rail vehicles is proposed below:
1)

Validity

Energy labelling of rail vehicles is a voluntary campaign, so the manufacturers, train operators
and transport authorities have the right to decide:




whether a specific rail vehicle is subjected to the energy labelling system or not,
which information is disclosable to the public or other parties, and
when the rail vehicle ceases the application of the energy labelling system.

2) Protocol
The protocol for the energy labelling system is to be developed based on FprEN 50591.
3) Energy unit and boundary conditions
Energy or fuel type should be stated. Electric trains have the dominating role in rail transport
regarding traffic volume and the number of electric trains is keeping on increasing. Most people
are also well aware of electric energy. Therefore, the electric energy unit of Wh is proposed.
The energy boundary for the trains is proposed as:


Electric trains: Net energy intake from pantograph or third rail.
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Other trains: Energy provided by fuel in the train tank etc., mainly for diesel trains.
(Example: The thermal energy content of 1 litre fossil diesel is about 10000 Wh [32])

Thus, energy losses beyond pantograph / third rail or fuel tank are currently not considered. In
case of Energy Storage System (EES), the initial and final states of energy (SoE) are kept the
same.
4) Energy split
A distinction of three parts is proposed corresponding to the three categories in FprEN 50591:




Part 1: Traction and auxiliaries with commercial operation, without HVAC.
Part 2: Traction and auxiliaries without commercial operation and in parking mode,
without HVAC.
Part 3: HVAC.

Part 1 is the main energy used in service and is often declared for other modes of transport. In a
standardized condition, this part can reflect the energy efficiency of traction and braking as well
as the running resistance. The other two parts can vary much and are dependent on operation
and climate conditions, c.f. below.
5) Train categories
The trains are according to FprEN 50591 divided into five passenger train categories and one
freight train category. This is reflected on the energy label. For EMU/DMU trains the information
and energy performance should relate to a single train unit only.
6) Operational conditions
Payload conditions:




Passenger trains: The payload capacity is defined by the number of passengers which
the train can accommodate. This is proposed to be shown on the energy label, also
including the seating capacity. The average number of passengers is related to the train
capacity by an occupancy rate in percent. Presently, FprEN 50591 suggests 50%
relative to the seating capacity for all passenger train categories. The total mass is the
train mass in working order plus the mass of 50% of seated passengers.
Freight trains: The FprEN 50591 suggests standardized conditions for mainline freight
trains by defining, among other things, train tare and gross weights. The total mass is
the locomotive mass in working order plus a half-loaded trailing consist specified in
FprEN 50591.

Line speed conditions etc:


In FprEN 50591, line speed profile, topography and time table are standardized for each
train category. The topography is presently horizontal for all categories except for
mainline freight trains. The time table of most train categories is not fixed but allows for a
span of running times. This gives additional freedom in choosing a train speed profile
(driving style etc). In the energy labelling, the labelled train is operating in the most
energy-efficient way.
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Environmental conditions:


Normally, the energy labelling is supposed to be done before the physical train is
delivered by the manufacturer, so to determine the energy usage simulations are usually
needed. For simulations of Part 1 energy split, it is suggested to use the nominal
environmental data according to FprEN 50591. If the energy usage is not derived from
simulation, the energy split is measured according to the conditions defined in FprEN
50591. For Part 2 and Part 3 energy splits, the contributions are simulated according to
the temperatures etc defined in FprEN 50591 (climate zone II is proposed to be used,
but climate zone I and III should be indicated) and optionally determined through HVAC
measurements before the train goes into commercial service.

7) How to determine the energy use
According to FprEN 50591, there are two methods to obtain the energy use of rail vehicles
(trains): simulation and on-track measurement. Simulation is performed according to the
conditions defined above. On-track measurement (if available) can be performed in the
condition defined by the train user for testing conditions defined in FprEN 50591. If it is
measured through on-track test, sufficient information about the test should be accessible and
shown. The train operators and transport authorities have the right to choose any of the
methods, but simulation is recommended for the energy labelling because it is hard to find real
operations close to the standardized conditions.
8) Energy efficiency
The energy (in Wh) from above is divided by a parameter so that energy efficiency is expressed
on the label. It is proposed that this parameter is the associated (average) transport volume,
thus passenger-km (pkm) and tonne-km (tkm) with “tonne” referring to the payload weight.
Therefore, the energy efficiency is proposed as:



Passenger trains: Wh/pkm for a representative occupancy rate, relative to the train
capacity, specified for each passenger train category. (Currently, occupancy rate: 50%)
Freight trains: Wh/tkm for a relative load rate. (Currently, relative load rate: 50%)

Also, the energy usages of part 2 and part 3 in the energy split above are related to these pkm
and tkm and are evaluated on an annual basis (annual traffic volume, according to standardized
travelling distance and passenger / tonne [29]). The total energy efficiency is the sum of the
three parts.
9) CO2 efficiency
It is also proposed that a (separate) CO2 label contains information on related CO2 emissions,
mainly because other modes of transport specify such emissions. It is the main interest of the
public and authorities. However, the CO2 emissions of the energy, here electricity, deviate very
much in different countries and changes over time. Therefore, this part should be per train
operator (or country average) and may be updated accordingly. But, like the energy usage, the
CO2 emissions should be expressed in terms of efficiency. It is proposed that the CO2 efficiency
is defined by:
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Passenger trains: gCO2/pkm (= Wh/pkm x gCO2/Wh)
Freight trains: gCO2/tkm (= Wh/tkm x gCO2/Wh)

where Wh/pkm (Wh/tkm) is the energy efficiency for the total energy (part 1+2+3), and where
gCO2/Wh is the CO2 intensity of the electricity bought/used by the train operator. The latter
parameter is varying significantly, so a train operator-wise (or country-wise) CO2 efficiency is
proposed to be used. (An average CO2 intensity for electricity production in EU may also be
used.)
10) Energy label format
The energy label aims at covering the interests of all stakeholders. The train operators care
more about energy efficiency and the end users and transport authorities have more interests in
environmental impact. So, the labelling system is suggested to contain two kinds of labels: an
EU-wise energy efficiency declaration and a CO2 label considering the gCO2/Wh for the train
operator. Among other things, this means that the manufacturer, product model and delivery
year are indicated on the label. As stated above the train category and the train capacity are
also to be shown on the label.
For the EU-wise energy efficiency declaration, the general label format is designed to align with
those commonly used for household products in EU. For a specific rail vehicle, the format and
content of the label is effective and identical within EU. The information on the energy label is
expected to be stable, rather than changing from time to time.
On the EU-wise energy efficiency declaration, the classification of energy efficiency is optional
and voluntary, because not all the rail vehicles are supposed to be subjected to the energy
labelling system.
If the classification is applied, as defined in EU household product labels, the energy efficiency
of the product is related to pre-defined and fixed energy classes usually denoted by letters A, B,
etc with A having the best efficiency and with colour bars with “green” having the best efficiency.
It is here proposed to have energy classes A-G with each class (letter) corresponding to a fixed
span of energy efficiency (Wh/pkm etc). It is also suggested that the total (part 1+2+3) energy is
related to these classes, although that approach is not commonly taken in other modes of
transport. Span limits of each class should be discussed and agreed with stakeholders.
The efficiency classification can be replaced by other form of graphic indicator, e.g. colourful
range bar.
For the operator-wise CO2 label, the CO2 intensity is the key indicator, which directly shows the
environmental impact of the labelled rail vehicle. Different modes of transport are mainly
powered or fuelled with different forms of energy, i.e. road vehicles mainly with petrol and diesel,
aircrafts mainly with aviation kerosene, vessels mainly with heavy oil and rail vehicles mainly
with electricity and diesel. Since the CO2 emissions for the different modes or transport are
reducing due to higher energy efficiency and more application of “clean” energy, a colourful
range bar is optional and voluntary to be used on the operator-wise CO2 label to indicate the
CO2 efficiency. Since the CO2 intensities in electricity generation in different countries (and
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different years) varies very much, an operator-wise (or country-wise) label according to the CO2
intensity is suggested. Since the CO2 label is expected to promote the train service, the train
operators have the responsibility in using, defining and updating the information given in the
CO2 label.
A graphical example with three sub-figures of a proposed labelling system is shown in Figure 4.
The upper and middle ones are the EU-wise energy efficiency declarations in two different
forms. The lower one is the operator-wise CO2 label. Any of the labels can be used separately
for different purposes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4: A graphic example of energy labelling for rail vehicles: (a) EU-wise energy
efficiency declaration with efficiency classification, (b) EU-wise energy efficiency
declaration with range bar and (c) operator-wise CO2 label with range bar.
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In the energy efficiency declaration, the three efficiencies at the bottom refer to energy Part 1
(V.), Part 2 (VI.), Part 3 (VII.) and the energy in total (sum of V., VI. and VII.), respectively.
In the CO2 label, the first number refers to total “energy” (sum of V., VI. and VII.), CO2 intensity
and calculated CO2/pkm etc.
11) Energy label applications
Disclosure: The manufacturers, train operators and transport authorities have the right to decide
how to use the energy label and which label is shown to the public and other parties. The usage
of the energy label should be approved and maintained by all the three parties. Without
authorisation, any form of disclosure would lead to penalty.
Examples of applications of a train energy label are:







Tender documents: In the bids from the train manufacturers, the energy efficiency is
encouraged to be specified and summarized according to the procedure/labels above.
In/on the trains: In practise, it can appear inside the (passenger) train, e.g. in connection
with other information like safety etc. The label may also appear on the train outside.
Environmental symbols (endorsement labels) may be based on energy labels.
Marketing: Under the permission of the train manufactures and transport authorities, the
train operators can use the energy label in sales activities, like advertisements in general
media.
Booking/Ticket: When potential passengers are looking for a train ticket, the web pages
etc can display the energy labels for the trains. The same applies to the tickets, cf. most
e-tickets booked at airlines.

12) Verification
Once the train is in service, simulation results can be accompanied by on-track measurement
based on energy metering on specific lines and operational conditions. See FprEN 50591. By
simulating both for synthetic and real tracks etc, simulations results can be compared with both
the energy label numbers and the on-track measured energy. The train operator may update the
CO2 label, for instance due to lowered CO2 intensity (country-wise reduction or purchase of
“green electricity”).
13) Establishing an energy labelling for trains is a long-term work
The energy label needs updating in response to feedbacks from practises and the development
of technology. The train manufacturers, train operators and transport authorities have the
responsibility to update/renew and improve the energy label. (To assist the development of
railways and to help authorities building energy efficiency plans.)

2.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The world is becoming more and more concerned about climate change issues. Many countries
and international organizations are trying to improve energy efficiency and to reduce CO2
emissions. Energy labelling systems of household products and some transport modes have
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been developed and are widely used to indicate energy efficiencies of products and to limit the
usage of inefficient products. Since energy labelling systems often have significant impact, more
and more sectors are developing their energy labelling systems to have their products included.
For rail transport, there is no such effort made up to now. As rail transportation is an energyefficient transport mode, rail stakeholders should be willing to establish an energy labelling (ecolabelling) system to evaluate trains and to follow the global trend. Based on existing energy
labelling systems in other sectors and considering the features of rail transport, the present
proposal is to give suggestions on building up such a system for trains.
Some existing energy labelling systems have been developed and used for two or three
decades. Their protocols, the core in the energy labelling systems, are still updated from time to
time to widely cover different types of products and to effectively reflect energy usages with
respect to technical development and efficiency improvement. Due to many types, designs and
setups of rail vehicles (trains) and huge diversity of climates and operating conditions, there is
currently no common method to indicate energy efficiency and environmental impacts of rail
vehicles. A train energy labelling system provides a possibility to reflect the energy and CO2
efficiencies of rail vehicles and to coordinate the different methods. It has the potential to show
the improvement with respect to the development of rail vehicle technology and management.
For the rail sector, it will take some time to build up a proper energy labelling system for trains.
With the energy labelling system, passengers, train operators and transport authorities can be
well informed of energy usage and energy efficiency and help them make rational choices
between different transport modes and different trains. It is expected to attract more passengers
and end users to use train transport. For the train operators and manufacturers, the labelling
system makes energy efficiency and performance of their fleet manageable, encourages
application of energy efficient trains and incentives technical innovations. In the long term, the
energy labelling system can assist infrastructure managers and governments to set up energyrelated policies and traffic development strategies. For the entire rail sector, the labelling system
can graphically show to the public the technical improvement on energy saving and cutting CO2
emissions as well as the technical upgrading from one level to another. Historically, the EU
railways have had significant impact globally, but are now being challenged by non-EU based
companies etc. Establishing the first energy labelling regulation/standard, linked to FprEN
50591, for trains in Europe will have significant and profound influence on international railways,
putting railways into an even more energy-efficient and even lower CO2-emission transport
mode.
More detailed information can be found in Review of energy labelling systems [26].

3. NERGY SENSITIVITY STUDY
This chapter gives insights in the relation of energy efficiency improvements on technical level
vs. energy cost savings. As a limitation, on the technical side only weight changes could be
analysed. Energy efficiency is often described as the proportion of energy output vs. energy
input. However due to the thorough energy quantification method outlined for FINE1 [30][33]
using efficiency maps there is no realistic yet simple way to analyse technical changes in energy
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conversion methods. Nonetheless the energy cost sensitivity study presented uses energy
demand as one input, thus detailed results from WP4 (D4.5, D4.6 and future D4.7) can be
evaluated the same way.

3.1 ENERGY KPI SENSITIVITY ON WEIGHT
For this chapter an energy sensitivity analysis on weight impact has been carried out through
the energy consumption per kilometre calculation for each SPD using OPEUS simulation tool
[34][35] for several tare mass scenarios evolved from the baseline conditions defined in [30].
Hence the following five cases have been considered during the analysis:


Baseline design mass



20% mass reduction with respect to the baseline mass value



10% mass reduction with respect to the baseline mass value



10% mass increase with respect to the baseline mass value



20% mass increase with respect to the baseline mass value

Boundary conditions have been defined as "timetable with coasting" driving style, pre-calculated
speed profiles and autumn/spring season mode for each one of the following SPDs:


HST300



HST250



Intercity



Regional 140



Suburban



Metro



Tram
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Figure 5: Tare mass variation influence in energy per kilometre value
Observing the resulting mass variation impact in energy per kilometre values obtained from the
sensitivity analysis depicted above, an asymmetric behaviour for every SPD is perceived
referring to the uneven result that a 10% or 20% mass increase and decrease implies in the
increment and decrement of energy consumption value respectively. Accordingly a mass
increase proves to lead to a higher net consumption variation than the equivalent mass
reduction does.
HST250, Regional 140, Suburban and Metro SPDs appear to be far more sensitive to tare mass
variation in terms of energy consumption than HST300 and Intercity SPDs. This is
understandable due to the shorter distances between stations for the former, what impose more
frequent acceleration sequences and hence, a larger energy usage very influenced by the
overall vehicle mass. For instance a 20% heavier Suburban vehicle results in up to an 18%
energy use increase, while the same mass variation represents only about a 2% energy usage
increase for the SPD HST300.
Then the disaggregated impact of weight variation on energy KPIs consumption per kilometre,
consumption per passenger-kilometre and consumption per seat-kilometre; for each SPD is
shown in the following figures for a further analysis.
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Figure 6: Consumption per kilometre sensitivity on weight for each SPD
As expected after the precedent analysis, tare mass variation impact on consumption per
kilometre is almost negligible for HST300, Intercity and Tram SPDs according to the almost
plain slope of the curves represented in figure 6. Thereby, if HST250, Reg140, Suburban or
Metro SPD mass is diminished and its annual mileage increased the impact on energy
consumption reduction will be very noticeable.

Figure 7: Consumption per passenger-kilometre sensitivity on weight for each SPD
Suburban stands out for its far higher consumption per passenger-kilometre compared with the
rest of SPDs and the strong slope of the curve.
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Figure 8: Consumption per seat-kilometre sensitivity on weight for each SPD
Figure 8 depicts how the number of seats poses a different scenario of SPDs Figure 7 for
passenger-kilometre sensitivity on weight.
As conclusion the impact of weight on the overall vehicle energy consumption will mainly rely on
the different driving profiles under which the rolling stock is operated. Due to the vast impact
weight causes on energy consumption during acceleration paths, those SPDs with shorter
distances between stations will be the more sensitive to mass deviations.

3.2 ENERGY COST SENSITIVITY
Within this chapter the impact of different energy prices along the 30 years life of the product will
be evaluated in order to consider the potential monetary savings on train level due to the energy
improvements foreseen within S2R TDs (refer to Table 2) and with respect to the most likely
future energy prices determined by energy cost inflation and discount rates.
The analysis has been performed taking the available data regarding the KPI improvements for
each one of the five SPD included in [36]: HST300, HST250, Reg140, Metro and Tram.
Table 2: KPI change for each SPD [36]
Improvement in
consumption per
seat-kilometre

Improvement in
consumption per
passenger-kilometre

Improvement in
consumption per
kilometre

HST300

-0,75%

-0,75%

-0,75%

HST250

-1,49%

-1,49%

-1,49%

Reg140

-8,01%

-8,01%

-8,01%

Metro

-1,17%

-1,17%

-1,17%

SPD
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Tram

-2,02%

-2,02%

-2,02%

Energy usage will be assessed under worst, realistic and best energy price scenarios for the 30
years SPD lifespan. With this purpose EU electricity prices forecast has been accounted for
defining the baseline price trend that settles the realistic scenario from which both worst and
best cases are derived as well.
Electricity use in transport as well as number of railway passengers are expected to increase,
the latter with an envisaged annual growth rate of 1,6% for 2020-2030 and an 1,2% for 20302050 period. Equally, less optimistic forecasts announces an 0,9% annual increase on energy
usage during 2020-2030 that diminishes up to 0,2% for 2030-2050 period [37].
Furthermore, the energy prices forecast developed by the EU for period 2000-2030 indicates an
average energy annual percentage inflation between 0,86% and 1,72% depending on the
application case, with an average value of 1,37% [38]. The extrapolation of this value to 20152050 period results in an 1,14% inflation rate, that will thereby be used for modelling the realistic
scenario from 2018 onwards with a starting energy price that comes from the European average
prices for railway energy (EU-28) established within Roll2Rail project [39].
Table 3: Average European railway energy reference prices for S2R [30]
Supply (ct
EUR/kWh)

SPD (System)
HST300, HST250 and Regio 140 (25kV 50 Hz)

8,5

Metro and Tram (DC (3kV, 1,5 kV))

10,9

For best and worst scenario models the interannual price inflation will be calculated as a ±15%
deviation from the realistic reference value, what represents approximately the worst and best
interannual inflation rates observed in the EU energy historical series for 2000-2030 interval.
Table 4: Electricity prices forecast applicable to each SPD for the period 2018-2050
SPD

HST300
HST250
Reg140

Metro
Tram

After tax Electricity Prices in ct EUR/kWh

Energy
scenario

Average
inflation

2018

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Realistic

1,14%

8,5

8,8

9,2

9,1

9,7

10,4

11,1

11,9

Best

-2,10%

8,5

7,5

6,7

5,6

5,1

4,6

4,2

3,8

Worst

4,01%

8,5

10,2

12,2

13,8

17,0

20,9

25,8

31,7

Realistic

1,14%

10,9

11,3

11,8

11,7

12,5

13,4

14,3

15,3

Best

-2,10%

10,9

9,6

8,5

7,2

6,5

5,9

5,4

4,9

Worst

4,01%

10,9

13,0

15,6

17,7

21,8

26,9

33,0

40,7
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Figure 9: Energy price forecast for period 2018-2050
Considering the aforementioned scenarios the total monetary savings expected along the 30
years lifespan for each SPD are the following:
Table 5: Monetary value of energy savings for worst, realistic and best scenarios

SPD

Expected
annual energy
savings (kWh)

Worst scenario
Realistic scenario
Best scenario
potential savings
potential savings
potential savings
(EUR) [savings per (EUR) [savings per (EUR) [savings per
km in ct EUR]
km in ct EUR]
km in ct EUR]

HST300

50553

96470 (0,80)

152731 (1,27)

241385 (2,01)

HST250

74901

142933 (1,36)

226291 (2,16)

357643 (3,41)

Reg140

55460

105833 (3,53)

167554 (5,59)

264813 (8,83)

Metro

20434

50005 (1,19)

79168 (1,88)

125121 (2,98)

Tram

9609

23513 (0,87)

37226 (1,38)

58834 (2,18)

In view of the results, the currently achieved energy improvements within S2R could offer a
maximum monetary saving of 360 k€ for the HST250 SPD in the very unlikely event of a high
energy cost scenario with a 4% annual inflation rate, while the minimum expected is about 24 k€
for Tram SPD. On the other hand, the monetary savings per kilometer value could be estimated
between 1,3 ct EUR/km and 5,6 ct EUR/km for the realistic scenario. These results should be
used to assess the energy improvements feasibility for each SPD and serve as an incentive to
continually strive for energy efficiency-based technology development.
In addition, an energy savings sensitivity analysis due to energy prices inflation and different
interest rates is worth to be done in order to define the following maps of maximum and
minimum potential savings for each one of the SPDs under a wide variety of market conditions
and defined by the NPV.
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Figure 10: SPD HST300 monetary savings for a 30 years scenario depending on discount
rates and energy cost increases

Figure 11: SPD HST250 monetary savings for a 30 years scenario depending on discount
rates and energy cost increases
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Figure 12: SPD Reg140 monetary savings for a 30 years scenario depending on discount
rates and energy cost increases

Figure 13: SPD Metro monetary savings for a 30 years scenario depending on discount
rates and energy cost increases
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Figure 14: SPD Tram monetary savings for a 30 years scenario depending on discount
rates and energy cost increases

As expected, the lowest discount rates and highest energy cost increases lead to the largest
energy savings, what could represent up to EUR 0,8 million savings for SPD HST250 thanks to
its combination of high annual average mileage and the 1,49% efficiency improvement obtained.
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4. EUROPEAN COMMISION STRATEGY
This chapter shows the European Commission’s strategy on energy according to the most
relevant EC communication [40].
The European Commission’s strategy on energy is strongly related to the reduction of the
greenhouse gas emissions. In the last decades many research analysis shows a relation
between the greenhouse gas and the climate changes. According to this, many EU countries
have implemented energy efficiency measures in all sectors, and these have contributed
considerably to a decrease in EU energy consumption.
Energy efficiency has to be increased at all stages of the energy chain, from generation up to
the final consumption. EU measures therefore focus on sectors where the potential for savings
is greatest, such as power generation, improve the efficiency of buildings and reduce emissions
in transport. [41-42-43-44]
In the EC strategy on energy for the next decades, the main concern is about the energy
production and road transport that consume more energy and produce much more greenhouse
gas that railway sector, which is the most efficient mean of transport to move people and freight.

4.1 OVERVIEW
The EU's drive towards a more energy efficient future has also produced substantial benefits for
Europeans and further benefits are expected in the future.
In the world the EU is responsible for only 10% of global greenhouse gas emissions and at
the same time it desires to be a world reference in a zero emission economy. The objective is to
demonstrate to other parts of the world that produces the rest of the greenhouse emissions
(USA, China, India, etc…) that this transition is both possible and beneficial beyond the fight
against climate change.
The next graph shows the greenhouse gas emission according to the sector in Europe.
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Figure 15 Emissions share par main sector 2014 [44]
The three main sectors that produce most of the greenhouse gas are:


Energy supply;



Transport;



Industrial System.

Energy supply is responsible for 29% of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions, it means that the
energy supply has a central role in the future. The ambitious road to a net-zero greenhouse gas
economy could be based on maximise the deployment of renewables and the use of electricity
to fully decarbonize Europe’s energy supply. As shown in the figure 20 the EU policy is oriented
to promote the zero emissions power plants such as renewable and nuclear at the 2050
horizon.
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Figure 16: EU Energy Policies (Mtoe=million tonnes CO2 equivalent) [40]

Transport system (road, maritime, aviation, railway) is responsible for around a 26% of
greenhouse gas emissions in the EU. All transport modes therefore need to contribute to the
decarbonisation of the mobility system.
Industrial system is responsible of 19% of the emissions; it means that in the next decades
important investments are needed for the industrial modernization.
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4.2 ENERGY AND EMISSION IN TRANSPORT
The next picture shows the energy consumption in transport sector.

Figure 17 Transport Energy Consumption [44]
The next picture shows the greenhouse emission in transport.

Figure 18 Greenhouse gas emissions in transport [44]
The road transport is responsible of 72% of the greenhouse gas emissions in transport sector,
and it consumes 72% of the energy. In the next years, the industry will have to invest heavily in
low emission vehicle technologies, such as electric and hybrid vehicles.
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Aviation is responsible of 14% of the emissions in transport and it consumes 12.5% of the
energy. In the next decade they will invest massively in advanced biofuels and carbon-free
fuels, with hybridization and other improvement in aircraft technology having a role in improving
efficiency.
Maritime is responsible of 14% of the emissions in transport and it consumes 13.5% of the
energy, in the future it will be necessary to tackle shipping emissions using advanced
technologies and fuels.
Railway transport system is the most energy efficient solution for carrying freight and people
over medium to long distances, this mean of transport consumes only 2% of the total energy
consumption in transport. In fact the emissions are only 0.5% of the transport emissions, railway
must become in the future a real alternative to aviation for short and medium distance
passenger travel within the EU.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS
There are many challenges in next decades to achieve these ambitious objectives about the
reduction of energy consumption and the greenhouse emissions, which require societal
transformations in each sector of the economy.
This requires a system-based approach with a combination of:


produce energy with renewable and nuclear source;



introduce more hybrid end electrical vehicles to decarbonize road transport;



promote clean, safe mobility as the railway system;



modernize the industrial sector.



energy efficiency including zero emission buildings



tackle remaining CO2 emissions with carbon capture and storage system.

Finally it seems important to introduce an eco-labelling in railway to follow the “main stream”
strategy in Europe, to push the railway industry to reduce the train energy consumption. The
railway system is more or less neglected in the EC strategy, because this mean of transport
represents a little energy consumer (2%) and produce a very little part of the greenhouse gas
(0.5%) in comparison to road transport, aviation and maritime sector.
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5. CONCLUSION
An overview of existing energy labelling approaches in other industries apart from railways is
given, including analysis of advantages and shortcomings. Through collection of railway-specific
requirements and analysis of stakeholders, railway needs are summarised, including use cases,
operational scenarios and existing standards. A proposal for labelling in the railway sector is
presented.
Energy shall be out of scope for homologation. It shall be voluntary to classify railway assets
into energy classes. Also, it shall be voluntary to disclose the information in the label since
energy is – like price and maintenance effort – a key differentiation factor that is kept
confidential between contract parties in normal circumstances.
To cover all stakeholders’ needs the best possible way, two separate FprEN 50591-based
labels are proposed, complementing each other:


EU-wise energy efficiency declaration focusing on consumption values



Operator-wise CO2 label focusing on comparison of operational efficiency, energy
sourcing regime and versus other transport modes.

The sensitivity chain of weight savings vs. net energy vs. energy cost is shown. Not only does it
set already known Shift2Rail energy KPI improvements in relation expected energy cost inflation
rates. It also enables manufacturers and operators to review economic feasibility of potential
investments in more energy-efficient technology. Hence it gives a strong signal for further
deepened product development towards energy efficiency.
Existing communication of EC clearly shows their focus on CO2 emissions and decarbonization.
Thus, rolling stock energy should play a key role achieving this objective by improving its energy
efficiency and attractiveness to reinforce low-emission transportation of passengers and freight.
The reinforcement of energy efficiency in product decisions for railway rolling stock can be
achieved mainly via adoption of FprEN 50591 in tender processes. It can be concluded that the
proposed EU-wise energy efficiency declaration is a key enabler for well-informed product
decisions and a strong signal for rolling stock manufacturers for the market pull in energyefficient railway technologies.
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